
English Lesson Plan
ELT FOR CHILDREN                           

LESSON : FRUITS HILDA PUTRI MAULUDIYAH  (K2218043)

 

GENERAL

Time
Objectives
Structures

Target Vocab

Target Student

"What fruit is this?"

"What is the color?"

"How does it taste?"

90 minutes
Saying different fruits and talking about the characteristics

"This is a melon, this is an orange"

"Melon is green, orange is orange"

"Melons are sweet, oranges are sour"
Apple, Avocado, Banana, Grape, Lemon, Melons, Orange, Pineapple,
Strawberry, Watermelon, Sweet, Sour, Red, Green, Yellow
Kindergarten

MEDIA

YOU WILL ALSO NEED

Flashcards

Printables

 

Reader
Song

Color Lots of fruit worksheet
Match up the fruit worksheet
Match up the fruit template
Guessing the fruit worksheet
Fruits flashcard

Apple, Avocado, Banana, Grape, Lemon, Melons, Orange, Pineapple,
Strawberry, and Watermelon. 

Fruit Salad 
Colorful Fruits

Colored crayon
Laptop and sound speaker
Puzzle of fruit (3 items)
Miniature of fruit (in the small  box) 
Real fruit (cut into small pieces)
Small ball
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 Knock-knock 
 Name tags
 Welcoming
 Greeting
 Sing "Hello Song" together
 Do the daily exercise
 Homework check

 Teach the fruit vocab
 Play "Arrange the Puzzle" game
 Play "Match Up the Fruit" game
 Teach structures "What fruit is this?" "This is...", "What is the color?" "The color is...", and
"How does it taste?" "It taste..."
 Play "Guessing Fruit" game
 Read classroom reader "Fruit Salad"
 Sing the "Colorful Fruits" song
 Do "Color Lots of Fruit" worksheet
 Do "Fruit Tasting" activity 

 Assign Homework
 Do simple quiz
 Say goodbye 

Warm Up and Maintenance (15 minutes)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

New Learning and Practice (65 minutes)
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Wrap up (10 minutes)
1.
2.
3.

HILDA PUTRI MAULUDIYAH  (K2218043)

LESSON OVERVIEW
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  1. Knock-knock (2 minutes)
Warm Up and Maintenance :

Teacher can use knock-knock activity at the beginning of the class. Ask the students to line
up in front of the classroom's door. Teach the students to knock on the door before
entering the classroom. When the student knocks, teacher says "Who's there?".  The
student replies "It's (Putra)" and then the teacher says "Come in (Putra)". The teacher then
let the students entering the class.
 

  2. Name Tags (2 minutes)
Create some name tags (stickers or pin-on tags) with the names of each student written in
lower case letters. Organize your students and place the name tags on the table in front of
you. Pick up each tag and say the name out loud. Encourage each student to raise his or
her hand and say "yes." Hand over the tags and help with pinning or sticking them on. When
your students become more familiar with their written names, you can make each student
choose their own name tag.

  3. Welcoming (1 minutes)
Greet the students by saying hello and welcome to the class. The teacher mention the
students one by one and make sure that the students have their own name tags. The
teacher gesture for the students to sit down on the floor or on the cushions (for each
students).

HILDA PUTRI MAULUDIYAH  (K2218043)

LESSON PROCEDURE
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  4. Greeting (3 minutes)
Ask the students to make a circle and teacher in the
middle of them. Give the students example of greeting
"Hello friends, my name is Putra, nice to meet you" then
the students answer "Hi, Putra. Nice to meet you too.
Bring the small ball and tell the students that when the
teacher throw the small ball to one of the student, the
student hit by the ball must greet the other students and
say their name. After that, throw the small ball again to
another students and they will do the greeting activity.
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Warm Up and Maintenance :
   5. Sing "Hello Song" together (3 minutes)

Ask the students to stay in the circle and ask them to stand up. Prepare the laptop and
sound speaker to play the "Hello Song". Encourage the students to imitate the gesture
based on the lyrics.
 
 

HILDA PUTRI MAULUDIYAH  (K2218043)
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Hello Song Lyrics
 

hello hello how are you
hello hello how are you
hello hello how are you, how are you today 
I am fine I am great I am fine I'm just great
I am fine I am great I'm very well today, great 

hello hello how are you 
hello hello how are you
hello hello how are you, how are you today
I am hungry I am tired I am hungry I am tired
I am not so good today

hello hello how are you 
hello hello how are you
hello hello how are you
I am very well today

Hello Song Gesture
 

Hello hello part : wave the hands
Hello hello part : wave the hands
Hello hello part : wave the hands
I am fine part : thumbs up
I am great part : put the hands up

Hello hello part : wave the hands
Hello hello part : wave the hands
Hello hello part : wave the hands
I am hungry part : touch the stomach
I am tired part : sleeping gesture

Hello hello part : wave the hands
Hello hello part : wave the hands
Hello hello part : wave the hands
Last lyrics : jump together

   6. Do the daily exercise (2 minutes)
 Stand the students in a line and call out instructions: "Jump 10 times", "Turn around 4
times" etc.  Other good ones to use are: run (on the spot), hop, hands up & down, touch
your (body part), stand up & sit down and star jump.
 

  7. Homework check (2 minutes)
Check each student's homework set in the last lesson. Ask each student some questions
about their homework worksheet (e.g. "what color is it?"), give lots of praise, and then put
some kind of mark on the homework sheet (e.g. a sticker, a stamp or draw a smiley face).
Finally, tell your students to be ready to start a new material. 
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New Learning and Practice :
  1. Teach the fruit vocab (5 minutes)

The teacher prepare 7 miniature fruits, and put them into a small box before the class. Then
take out the box and shake it (the rattling sound will instantly alert the students). After that
open the box and asks one student to help the teacher in front of the class. Then the
teacher asks the student to grab one fruit and asks about the name of the fruit. Ask all of
the students to repeat your sentence twice and speak loudly. 

Teacher   : "Putra, can you help me to grab one fruit from the box?"
Student   : "Yes, Miss" (grab one fruit)
Teacher   : "Alright. Now pay attention to the fruit and repeat after me"
Student   : "Okay, Miss"
Teacher   : "What fruit is this? This is banana. Please repeat after me"
Student   : "This is banana" (2x)

Do the same activity like the dialog above until all of the miniature fruit inside the box
empty.

  2. Play "Arrange the Puzzle" game (5 minutes)
Randomly display the fruit picture pieces on a table. Arrange
students into 3 teams (4 students/team) and select a 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th 'runner.' Explain to students that they are going to have a
relay; the 1st runner on each team selects a picture piece, then
the 2nd runner chooses a piece and tries to match it to the first
piece, and so on, until the picture is complete. Allow each student
20 seconds to select and try to match the fruit puzzle piece.

English Lesson Plan
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  3. Play "Match up the Fruit" game (5 minutes)
Print 10 fruit flashcards, two for each fruit, and put them in a box before class. Take the
package out of the box and shake it. Arrange the flashcards in a random order. Now, one by
one, call out the students to take one flashcard of their choosing and scaffold them to find a
match for it. After the student find the match, ask them to put the same flash card in the
blank paper that the teacher has given. Make sure they say "...'s color is red/yellow/green
and "... are sweet/sour/juicy!" after put the match fruit in the blank paper. Don’t forget to
praise them (e.g. Good Job!, Excellent!, etc.) after the students finish the game. Now let them
put them back into the box.
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New Learning and Practice :
  4.  Teach structure "What fruit is this?" "This is...", "What is the color?" "The

color is...", and "How does it taste?" "It taste..." (15 minutes)
Ask the students to sit down and pay attention to teacher. Take out the 7 miniature fruits
from the box. Take one of the fruit and then do the mime biting and say :

Teacher   : "This is an apple"
Teacher   : "The color is red"
Teacher   : (mime biting the fruit) "It's  sweet"

Then, put the apple into the box and take another fruit and then ask the students to repeat
after the teacher.

Teacher   : "This is lemon"
Student   : "This is lemon" (2x)
Teacher   : "The color is yellow"
Student   : "The color is yellow" (2x)
Teacher   : "(Mime biting the fruit) “It’s sour.” 
Student   : "It's sour" (2x)

Do the same activity until all of the miniature fruit is inside the box. Choose one of the
students randomly and then ask him/her to present the fruit structure in front of the class
by taking the miniature fruit inside the box. Don't forget to give appreciation to the students
(e.g. Good Job!, Great!, Excellent!, and etc.)
 

  5. Play "guessing fruit" game (5 minutes)
Ask the student to work in pair (2 students). Give them the
guessing fruit worksheet. The worksheet consist of the
characteristics and the initial word of a fruit. 

My color is green
My taste is sweet
M _ L _ N
What is me ?

The students should think about what fruit is referred to in the
worksheet. After the students find the answer, they can take
the flashcard of the fruit in the teacher's table. Then all of the
students present their work in front of the class and the
teacher gives feedback and appreciation about their task

English Lesson Plan
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New Learning and Practice :
  6. Read classroom reader "Fruit Salad" (10 minutes)

Fruit Salad is a fun story that will assist the students in memorizing basic fruit vocabulary.
Download and print the reader "Fruit Salad" from the links given on the last page of this
lesson plan before class. As you go through each page, point to the pictures and let your
students say what fruit they see, such as :

Teacher   : “What fruit is this?” (pointing at the green apple on page 3)
Student   : “It's an apple!”
Teacher   : “Yes, that's right! And what color is it?”
Student   : “Green!”
Teacher   : “Right! Good job!” (reading from the story) ... "
 

  7. Sing "Colorful Fruits" together (5 minutes)
Ask the students to stand up and then prepare the song from the laptop. Make sure that
the sound speaker is ready. Ask the students to sing a song together and clap their hands 

LESSON : FRUITS

COLORFUL FRUITS COLORFUL FRUITS YEAH!
OH OH OH OH OH

 
"WHERE IS RED?" 
RED RED RED RED
RED RED CHERRY
RED RED TOMATO
RED RED RED RED
"WHERE?" "HERE!"
RED STRAWBERRY

 
"WHERE IS GREEN?" 

GREEN GREEN GREEN GREEN
GREEN GREEN APPLE
GREEN GREEN KIWI

GREEN GREEN GREEN GREEN
"WHERE?" "HERE!"

OH, GREEN MELON!

"WHERE IS YELLOW?"
YELLOW YELLOW YELLOW YELLOW

YELLOW BANANA
YELLOW YELLOW LEMON
YELLOW YELLOW YELLOW

"WHERE?" "HERE!"
OH, YELLOW PINEAPPLE!

 
"WHERE IS PURPLE?"

PURPLE PURPLE PURPLE PURPLE
PURPLE PURPLE GRAPE
PURPLE PURPLE PLUM

PURPLE PURPLE PURPLE
"WHERE?" "HERE!"

OH, PURPLE BLUEBERRY!
 

YEAH! OH OH OH OH OH
COLORFUL FRUITS



 

New Learning and Practice :
  8. Do "Color Lots of Fruit" worksheet (10 minutes)

Give each student a print of the "Color Lots of Fruit" worksheet. Ask the students to fill in
the fruit pictures with colored crayons. Make sure that all the students have their own
colored crayon. Give them 7 minutes to coloring their worksheet. Then ask some students
to demonstrate the task by holding up the worksheet and asking

Teacher   : "What fruit is that?"
Student   : "This is Watermelon"
Teacher   : "What color did you put on your worksheet?"
Student   : "I use green and red, Miss"
Teacher   : "Yes, good job. It's because from the outside, watermelon is green. but the
inside is red."

Ask the student one by one and don't forget to give them some appreciation and feedback
if they have a mistake while doing the "Color Lots of Fruit" task.

English Lesson Plan
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  9. Do "Fruit testing" activity (5 minutes)
Buy a piece of fruit for each of the ten fruits discussed in class. Don't worry if you can't get
all of the fruit (it's out of season), just have as much as you can. Cut the fruit into small
squares, aiming for a similar size and place the squares of each fruit on separate paper or
plastic plates. In class, bring the plates into the classroom (don't have them in the class
before this activity as you will never get the students' attention) and lay them out on a table.
Your students have to guess which fruit is on each plate by smelling and eating. If you like
you can supply plastic spoons for each student. Model to the students what to do, though
don’t give the game away – make out like you can't figure out which fruit it is you are tasting
and have the students taste and guess with you.



 

Wrap Up :
  1. Assign Homework (3 minutes)

Give your students a homework worksheet to take home each week. Model how to
complete the homework worksheet by holding it up. Give them "Match Up the Fruits"
worksheets and tell them to "Put your homework in your bags" - this is important because
they will want to start working on them right away. If possible, encourage the parents to
help out as much as possible with their child's homework - it is a great way to have your
students practice the target language outside of class.
 

  2. Do Simple Quiz (5 minutes)
Ask the students to sit down in a circle and keep them pay attention to you. Give them
explanation that will be a quiz related to the lesson today.

Teacher : "Dear student, what topic that we have learned today?"
Student : "Fruit, Miss"
Teacher : "Yes, good job. Now I want to do a simple quiz now"
Student : "What is quiz, Miss?"
Teacher : "I will ask some questions to you and you must answer
it. Someone who knows the answer, please raise your hand"
(gesture raise a hand)
Student : "Okay, Miss"
Teacher : "If you can answer the question, I will give a reward"
Student : "Yeayyy"

English Lesson Plan
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Teacher gives a simple quiz such as asking the name, asking the color, and asking the taste
of the fruit. If the students can answer it correctly, give them a reward (pen, pencil, ruler, or
etc) to them. Make sure that the students get their own opportunity and they get the
reward.
 

  3. Saying Goodbye (2 minutes)
Let the student stand up in a circle. Tell them that there will be "selfie" session in this
activity. Ask the students to pose with their reward in their hand and then take a picture.
The picture can display in the classroom or maybe send it to the parents via WhatsApp
group, so the parents can know the students activity. Then, teacher say "Okay the students,
the time is over. Thank you for being nice, today. See you and Goodbye" (gesture saying
goodbye with the hand).
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SOURCES OF TEACHING MEDIA :

ALL THE MEDIA CAN BE DOWNLOADED HERE :
Click to the link : 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1U2skc31d9SPUxjhkyc7amni47rkeIEAz?usp=sharing

Hello Song :  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x23rTDl4AMs 
Colorful Fruits : https://youtu.be/uOsJouK7YN4

https://www.eslkidstuff.com/esl-kids-readers.html

https://id.pinterest.com/
Google

https://www.bestcoloringpagesforkids.com/
https://www.canva.com/

https://www.kidsacademy.mobi/printables/fruits-match-up/

https://www.canva.com/

https://www.canva.com/

The song :

Book reader :

Fruit flashcard : 

Color lots of fruit worksheet :

Match up the fruit worksheet :

Match up the fruit template :

Guessing the fruit worksheet :

Thank you

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1U2skc31d9SPUxjhkyc7amni47rkeIEAz?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1U2skc31d9SPUxjhkyc7amni47rkeIEAz?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1U2skc31d9SPUxjhkyc7amni47rkeIEAz?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x23rTDl4AMs
https://youtu.be/uOsJouK7YN4
https://www.eslkidstuff.com/esl-kids-readers.html
https://id.pinterest.com/
https://www.bestcoloringpagesforkids.com/
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.kidsacademy.mobi/printables/fruits-match-up/
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.canva.com/

